
 

Portable Native Instruments Traktor DJ Studio 3.2.2

in 1994 traktor pioneered the category of dj controllers and since then the company has continued to bring innovations to the dj hardware market that help djs to build their set. now, the new traktor s4 solid-
state mixer is a breakthrough in sound quality and feel to the traktor s series products, providing the highest possible audio quality through high quality converter chips, active headphone amps, and mics. i think
the s4 is quite the piece of gear. the build quality and design is unlike anything else that i've seen. it has 5.1ch + 2ch line in. line out and mic out. the design is much cleaner than the s3. although, i do wish that

their was some sort of jog wheels or buttons but i guess that would be redundant. honestly, this is one of the most exciting new offerings from traktor that i've seen yet. traktor mobile apps are kinda sweet -
when you want to sample a track in a browser or a desktop client, for instance, or you want to play around with some effects/preferences/settings in the mobile client you have at hand, but it just doesnt quite

work in the way you have it done in the desktop version of traktor. but, this is only a minor inconvenience. couple minor gripes (and the main one, by the way), like the fact that the webpages for the mobile apps
are nowhere near as informative, or as easy to navigate as the official desktop/mobile versions of traktor dj website, or that nitrack, nimix, traktor dj xml support is just that - xml - and in some places still valid,
and sometimes not working, sometimes doesnt work that well, is there another way for every control to be represented in traktor 3 mobile apps, is there a way to make scratch dj work, is there a way to work
with channels, is there a way to edit patterns and cues in mobile apps (editing only works in web browser, not in the apps themselves, are there seamless transition when moving between versions (ipad apps,
mobile apps, web browser) of traktor 3. on top of that, you need to to get used to the whole traktor mobile music/computing paradigm. it just doesnt feel native. and the windows phone store has sucked ever

since the first ios app released.
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